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Pinned down by a sniper, this 9th Infantry Division grenadier blends in
with the muck and ooze of the Mekong Delta, April 1968. He wears an
M1952 flak vest over his tropical coat - an uncomfortably restrictive
combination in the intense heat and humidity. 40mm rounds for his M79
grenade launcher are slung in cotton bandoliers holding six rounds a-piece.
A couple of days' worth of C-rations are hung in an o.d. boot-sock tied to the
equipment. In conditions such as these it was vital to keep weapons and
ammunition out of the mud as much as possible.



Introduction
The Vietnam War, contrary to popular belief,

was in essence an Infantryman's War. When all the
panoply of twentieth century firepower and
technologically-dependent supporting arms were
spent, it was left to the Infantryman, the "Grunt", to
close with the enemy. It has been estimated that of
the 30,591 Army troops killed in combat in itself 66
per cent of the total Vietnam casualties, the
majority were Infantrymen.

It is a currently held misconception that the war
in Vietnam was, due to technological
developments, largely a mechanised and even a
computerised affair. While it is true that
advancements in weapons systems continued
apace during this period, the day to day life of the
Infantryman remained a hellish one.

The realities of survival in the 'bush' were as
intense as in any other conflict. Fear and tension
were ever present, which together with physical
exhaustion in time resulted in an emotional
numbness.

Conditions in the field were extremely strenuous
and could sap the strength of even the most
physically fit. Partly due to the advances being
made in weapons systems the combat load of the
Infantryman in Vietnam was often greater than
that in previous conflicts. Food, water (and lots of it),
ammunition for personnel and squad weapons,
claymore mines, radios, fragmentation and smoke
grenades, flares and other essential items, had to
be carried or 'humped' into the bush. Add to these,
mortar rounds, spare radio batteries, engineer tools,
gas masks, body armour and the ubiquitous steel
helmet. Individual loads averaged between 50 and
60 pounds and often far exceeded these weights;
the term 'Grunt' has its basis in these figures.

Operations were conducted in dense jungle, on
steep hillsides and in flooded paddies. Battles and
firefights were fought in oppressive humidity and in
chilling monsoon rains. Malaria bearing mosquitoes
and other biting, stinging insects, jungle rot
immersion-foot, parasites, leeches and other day to
day realities of a hostile environment combined to
make the Infantryman's life miserable.

When in the comparative safety of an isolated
fire-base life became more tolerable but only
marginly so. The spartan existence of living below
ground in heavily sandbagged bunkers and fighting
holes, soon became as wearisome as 'humping the
boones' on an operation. Night time brought the
threat of enemy attack, often heralded by the
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sounds of incoming mortars and rockets.

Enduring such conditions created a strong
feeling of camaraderie and brotherhood among
the 'Grunts', who were fully aware and proud of
their minority status. Of the many hundreds of
thousands of troops in-country at anyone given
time, only a small proportion were assigned to line
companies. These' 11 Bush's' (from the Military
occupational specialty designation 11 B), were
openly scornful of anyone who did not share the
hardship of their daily existence. The vast majority,
spared the rigours and realities of front-line service,
were known as 'REMF's' (Rear Echelon
Mother !)

During the ten years of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam, steps were continually being taken to
improve and upgrade all items of clothing and
equipment. By 1972 when the last American troops
in-country went out on operations they were
clothed and equipped entirely differently from their
counter-parts of earlier years. Tough it might not
always have been obvious to the Grunts sweating
out their tours in jungles and paddies, the military
researchers were constantly looking for ways to
make his life more comfortable - if not easier. This
effort stemmed less from a concern over the Grunt's
well-being, rather an attempt to enhance his
combat efficiency. The 'Tropical Combat Uniform'
was a rare example of military clothing and
development at it's best and has been the basis of
all subsequent U.S. combat uniforms.

The infantry war in Vietnam ended as it began 
with a single U.S. battalion patrolling the perimeter
of Da Nang airfield. On 5th August, 1972 a patrol of
the 21 st Infantry, 196th Infantry Brigade (Light)
struggled into their bulging rucksacks for the last
time. The area patrolled was eight miles west of Da
Nang, the same area to which Marines had been
restricted when they arrived in 1965. The patrol was
to be typical of the many hundreds of thousands
that had gone before. During the four day
operation no contact was made with the enemy,
though two soldiers were wounded by booby-traps
- the last U.S. infantry casualties of the Vietnam War.

The scope of this book has been limited to those
divisions and brigades who are listed in the Vietnam
order of battle as being Infantry units and whose
title includes the word Infantry. Other organisations
such as the Airborne and Airmobile Divisions, who
for the most part fought in Vietnam as infantry, are
covered in future titles in this series.



1st Infantry Division

4th Infantry Division

SHOULDER SLEEVE INSIGNIA: INFANTRY DIVISIONS.
Worn on the left sleeve of field and work uniforrns. Also

worn on the right sleeve to indicate a previous cornbat posting
to that unit - sometimes called a 'combat-patch'. The examples
shown are all Vietnamese made copies of the type available at
local tailor shops throughout the country. Note that the subdued
version of the First Infantry Division SSI is untypical of this unit
- most members retaining the full colour type.

9th Infantry Division

23rd Infantry Division (Americal) 25th Infantry Division

196th Infantry Brigade (Light)

199th Infantry Brigade (Light)

1st Brigade, 5th
Infantry Division
(Mechanised)

198th Infantry Brigade (Light)

11 th Infantry Brigade (Light)

SHOULDER SLEEVE INSIGNIA: INFANTRY BRIGADES.
Also worn on the upper left sleeve; the SSI of the 11th,

196th and 198th Brigades were occasionally worn as a pocket
patch when these units were serving as part of the Americal
Division. The examples shown are the standard U.S. made
'subdued twill' type with the exception of the 5th Infantry. Both
the 196th and 199th were also issued as solid black on green
twill.
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POCKET PATCHES: These were
a variety of authorised and non
authorised examples and were typically
worn on the left chest pocket of the
tropical coat. Officially approved types
included those worn at regimental and
battalion level, such as the 2nd, 26th
and 28th Infantry of the 1st Infantry
Division. Locally procured patches
existed right down to platoon and squad
level and were especially popular with
Recon elements.

2nd Infantry Regiment
(U.S. manufacture)

1st Battalion, 28th Infantry Regiment
(Vietnamese, subdued manufacture)

26th Infantry Regiment
(U.S. manufacture)

U.S. ARMY DISTINGUISHING
INSIGNIA: Worn over the left pocket of
all work and field uniiforms. The gold on
black type was worn until, officially, July
1966 when the use of subdued insignia
was authorised. In practice some
soldiers were wearing subdued
insigniia before this date and,
conversely, full colour insignia was
often to be seen late into the war. The
subdued tape shown is a typically
Vietnamese produced example and
would be the most commonly seen from
late 1966 onwards.

INFANTRY OFFICERS BRANCH COLLAR INSIGNIA:
Officers serving in the U.S. Army wore their rank insignia on the
right collar of the utility/tropical uniform and the crossed
muskets of their branch on the left. The yellow on olive green
version was worn until the black on olive green 'subdued' type
was authorised in 1966.
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COMBAT INFANTRYMAN'S BADGE: Worn above the U.S. Army tape
over the left pocket on work and field uniforms. Occasionally the enamelled
metal pin-on version for wear with the Class-A uniform was worn on the
tropical coat.



THE FIRST INFANTRY DIVISION
The Second Brigade of the First Infantry Division deployed

to Vietnam from Fort Riley, Kansas in the summer of 1965. Initial
plans to secure the coastal town of Qui Nhon were changed
while the unit was in transit and on 26th July, the brigade arrived
at Bien Hoa on the Dong Nai river near Saigon. Under its
Commanding Officer Major General William E. DePuy the
collective units of the 'Big Red One', as the division was known,
began to assimilate the skills and learn the lessons of jungle
warfare. By the end of 1966 the division was living up to its fine
combat record earned in two World Wars.

The infantry regiments that made up the First Infantry
Division were amongst the finest in the U.S. Army:

The Second Infantry was one of the Army's oldest regiment
~ith 158 years of service by the time it deployed to Vietnam.
founded in 1808 the regiment took part in almost every major
campaign from the war of 1812, including the Indian Wars and
the Mexican War. The Second Infantry fought at Vera Cruz,
Gettysburg and San Juan Hill, to name but a few. In 1943 the
regiment landed on Omaha Beach and fought up through
northern France and on into the Ardennes. Known by their
regimental nickname of 'Ramrods', the Second Infantry landed
in Vietnam in September 1965.

Members of the regiment's First Battalion wore a black
scarf, embroidered with a '1/2', both as a practical field
accessory and as a means of fostering unit pride.

The Sixteenth Infantry had a long association with the
division dating back to its formation in Massachusetts in 1862.
During the Civil War it had lost around fifty percent of its strength
at Gettysburg.

The Eighteenth Infantry also traced their lineage back to the
Civil War. Formed in 1861 at Camp Thomas, Ohio, the regiment
fought with Sherman through Atlanta and the southern
heartland. The Eighteenth Infantry had also served in the
Spanish-American War, the Philippine Insurrection and World
War One.

The Twenty Eighth Infantry, known as 'The Lions of
Cantigny', fought with the division during World War One. During
World War Two, the regiment served with the Eighth Division but
were again wearing the shoulder patch of the 'Big Red One'
during Vietnam. The Twenty Eighth were one of few infantry
units that habitually wore their regiment's insignia on the pocket
of the tropical combat uniform.

The division left Vietnam in 1970 during the troop
withdrawals of that year. Leaving the ARVN's Fifth Division in
charge of its area of operations north of Saigon, it returned to
Fort Riley.
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THE FIFTH INFANTRY DIVISION
The First Brigade, Fifth Infantry Division (Mechanised) was

mustered as a combined infantry/armour unit at Fort Carson,
Colorado. Assigned to beef-up the defences along the eastern
DMZ sector, the brigade moved to Quang Tri in the summer of
1968.

Fielding Armoured Personnel Carriers (M113), Mortar
Carriers and M48 Medium Tanks, the brigade was organised
into one armoured battalion and two infantry battalions. The
combination of tanks and mechanised infantry made for a
formidable armoured shock-force, which proved enormously
successful in the much contested DMZ area. The North
Vietnamese in the region were used to encountering Marine
Infantry with the occasional armoured support. The conventional
mechanised tactics of the Fifth Division were something entirely
different. .

After the tanks had punched holes in the NVA defences, the
infantry would dismount their carriers, or 'tracks', and engage
under the protective fire of these vehicles.

The infantry and vehicle crews of the Fifth Division wore a
diamond shaped shoulder patch, initially red, but soon subdued
to black.

The First Brigade, Fifth Infantry Division (Mechanised) left
Quang Tri in 1971, rejoining its parent division at Fort Polk,
Louisiana.

THE ONE NINE NINE INFANTRY BRIGADE (LIGHT)
The One Nine Nine Infantry Brigade (Light) was activated at

Fort Benning, Georgia in the summer of 1966 expressly for
Vietnam duty. The brigade was rushed through a period of
intense training and arrived at Long Binh at the end of the year.
Despite its heavy equipment still being in transit, such was the
demand for troops, that the One Nine Nine was immediately
deployed on Operation Uniontown in War Zone D. In early 1967
the brigade was tasked with the security of the countryside
around Saigon. During this period the 'Red-Catchers', as the
One Nine Nine was dubbed, were teamed with ARVN units in an
early experiment of what would come to be known as
'Vietnamisation'. This concept - called 'Double Force' - involved
fielding an ARVN unit attached to a similarly sized U.S. force.
The main objective of this plan was to enable the South
Vietnamese to eventually undertake the protection of their own
capital - an objective that was never fully realised.



4th Infantry Division, 1968: This Specialist, Fourth
Class wears the Tropical Combat Uniform which, with
modifications, would be the most commonly issued field
uniform throughout the war. Introduced in 1963 the tropical
combat uniform was based on the WW2 parachutist's uniform
with a coat designed to be worn outside of the trousers. The
fabric was a cotton-poplin which offered good protection against
insects and other tropical hazards as well as being cool and
quick-drying. Initial patterns featured shoulder-loops and
exposed buttons which were found to snag on foliage and were
thus omitted from later types. Shown here in its final version the
uniform was constructed of a 'rip-stop' fabric which incorporated
a nylon weave which greatly increased the fabric's strength. By
1968 subdued insignia were employed, both U.S. issue pieces
and locally manufactured variations. Here the individual
name and U.S. Army tapes are worn at a slant, though it
was just as common to see them sewn parallel to the
ground. The Combat Infantryman's Badge was typically
worn parallel to the ground even when the tapes were
not. Worn with the tropical combat uniform are the
Tropical Hat, known as the "Boonie", and Tropical
Combat Boots.

THE FOURTH INFANTRY DIVISION
The Fourth Infantry Division was a regular

Army unit stationed at Fort Lewis,
Washington. A veteran of two World
Wars the Fourth Division had, like most of
the Army, been training for the
conventional and atomic battlefields of
Europe. However, the demand for troops
was such that in April of 1966 the division
was ordered to Vietnam. By July the
advance party was in place and the division's
area of operations was the Central Highlands
around Pleiku, a rugged, mountainous region. A
divisional base-camp was established at Dragon
Mountain and the Fourth set out to secure the Pleiku
and Kontum provinces.

The soldiers of the Fourth Division wore a shoulder
patch of World War One vintage which depicted four ivy
leaves. This device gave rise to the nickname of the "Ivy
Division', often corrupted to the "Poison Ivy Division'. The
division was also, but less commonly, known as the
'Famous Fourth'.

The division handed control of the Central Highlands
to the ARVN's Twenty-Second Division in 1970 and
returned to a new base at Fort Carson, Colorado.
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THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION
The Ninth Infantry Division was activated, trained and equipped for
operations in the Mekong Delta region of South Vietnam. The division was
activated early in January of 1966 at Fort Riley, Kansas, comprising eight
infantry battalions and one mechanised battalion. Later a second
mechanised battalion was added. This was the first time a U.S. Army
division had been thus activated since the end of World War Two.
Known as the 'Old Reliables', the Ninth Division wore a shoulder patch
representing the heraldic motif of the ninth son. In Vietnam, the soldiers
of the division referred to this patch as the 'psychedelic cookie'. The
division had a solid fighting reputation during World War Two,

participating in the Algerian, Tunisian and Sicilian campaigns, later
landing in Normandy and then on into Germany itself.

In Vietnam the Ninth Infantry Division provided the ground
. forces for the Mobile Riverine Force, whose area of operations

were the swamps and water-ways of the Delta. The M.R.F.
was a joint services project that brought together the
infantry assets of the Ninth Division with the various
riverine crafts of the Navy's Task Force 117.
Housed on floating barracks ships, the troops were

transported up-river in Armoured Troop Carrier (ATCS)
vessels to conduct search and destroy operations in

the soggy marshes and rice-fields of the region. This
water-bourne mobility enabled the Ninth Division to

operate throughout the Delta, keeping Communist
infiltration in the area to a minimum. The division left

Vietnam in 1970 and was temporarily stood down after
four years of continuous service.

9th Infantry Division, 1968: The tropical
combat uniform is shown here in field

wear with the addition of the
steel helmet and web
equipment. The M1 Helmet
was little changed since
WW2 and would be worn

by the majority of troops
throughout the Vietnam War.

Fitted to the helmet is the Leaf Pattern Camouflage Cover which
was reversible from a brown pattern to the more usual green shown
here. The elasticated Camouflage Helmet Band was intended as an
additional camouflage aid, but was more typically used in Vietnam
to hold small items of personal gear. The helmet's web chin-strap

was almost universally worn up over the rear rim, occasionally
being removed altogether. Web equipment is the Army's M1956

Individual Load Carrying Equipment (LCE) shown here in its
basic configuration. Introduced in 1957 with the M14 Rifle, the
M1956 set was easily modified with the adoption of the
5.56mm M16 and would remain in service throughout the war.
The M1956 equipment introduced the 'vertical slide-keeper'

method of attaching individual items to the belt which eliminated
the bounce effect inherent in the old 'hook and grommet'
arrangement of previous systems. In basic fighting order, as

here, two Universal Small Arms Ammunition Cases are worn on
the front of the belt, additionally secured to the H-harness. A

Combat Field Pack or 'Buttpack' is worn at rear of the belt with
one or more one-quart canteens and the M 1951 Entrenching
Tool in its web cover. The First Aid/Compass Case could be
worn on the belt, attached to an ammunition pouch or more
typically, on the H-harness.
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THE TWENTY THIRD (AMERICAL) DIVISION
The Americal Division was re-activated in September 1967 having its

basis in Task Force Oregon which was composed of separate (non
divisional) brigades. The Americal comprised the 11th, 196th and 198th
Light Infantry Brigades (Separate) and was the Army's only named division
in Vietnam.

(The name Americal was from the words American and Caledonia, the
original division of World War Two being formed from units on New
Caledonia).

The hurried amalgamation of the units which made up the Americal
led to initially disappointing combat performances.

Later the division partly redeemed itself during the savage
fighting of the summer offensive in I Corps in 1969. The widely
publicised incident at My Lai cast a shadow, unjustly, over the
whole division.

Two of the component brigades of the Americal, the 11 th
and 198th, joined the division as soon as they landed in
Vietnam. The 11 th Brigade had been raised as a reserve
component on Hawaii and was neither fully trained or
equipped when it received its orders for Vietnam. The
198th was intended for police duties in the Dominican
Republic and was likewise poorly prepared for Vietnam.
The 196th was the only brigade in-country when the
Americal was formed and was serving as security
for the Chu Lai area. Soldiers serving with the
Americal were authorised to wear the shoulder
patch of the Twenty Third Infantry Division
together with the insignia of their brigade as a
pocket patch. However, in practice, this was
rarely adhered to.

The colours of the Americal were folded in
November 1971 as the 11 th and 198th Brigades
stood down (the 196th followed suit in 1972).
During its four years service the division enjoyed
a mixed reputation though eleven Medals of
Honour were awarded to members of the America!.
The last U.S. infantry operation of the war was
conducted by members of the 21 st Infantry, 196th
Infantry Brigade (Light), Americal Division.

23rd (America!) Division, 1969: This figure is
representative of any of the Army's line units at this stage; for
various reasons insignia, including division/brigade shoulder
patches, were often not worn on operations. The basic
M1956 web equipment is supplemented with other items
typical of the combat infantryman. Slung over the right
shoulder is an M18A 1 Anti-Personnel Mine Carrier
commonly called a 'Claymore-Bag'. This two-compartment
cotton bag was issued to hold the Claymore mine and its
various accessories. Throughout the war the empty bags
were also used as carry-ails for loose rifle magazine,
grenades and a host of personal gear. Across the chest is
slung a seven-pocket cotton rifle bandolier, the most
common way of carrying additional magazines in the field.

An olive green towel was often worn around the neck,
as here, to wipe the face and hands free of sweat. Note
both M26 Fragmentation and M18 Coloured Smoke
Grenades attached to the equipment.
Fragmentation grenades were carried either in
empty Claymore bags or correctly secured to the
side of the ammunition pouches - never hung by
their spoons from the equipment.
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THE TWENTY FIFTH INFANTRY DIVISION
The Twenty Fifth Infantry Division was the Army's Pacific

reserve based on Hawaii. Known as 'Tropic Lightning' the
division had a hard won reputation for jungle fighting in
World War Two from Guadalcanal to the Philippines. The

Twenty Fifth had been providing helicopter door
gunners for service in Vietnam since 1963 and was
running a jungle warfare school for its infantry
elements. The division was a natural choice for South
East Asia duty and therefore was sent to Vietnam in

1966.
The division comprised all the elements of the modern

warfare, including aviation assets, armour, artillery,
engineers as well as the infantry battalions. Among the infantry

elements of the Twenty Fifth were some of the Army's finest
regiments.
The Twenty Seventh Infantry 'Wolfhounds' was such a unit. Organised
in 1901 the Twenty Seventh had served during the Philippine
Insurrection and in Siberia after World War One. (The insignia of the
Siberian Expeditionary Force was a wolf's head). It had been part of
the Twenty Fifth Division during both World War Two and Korea.
The Fifth Infantry dated back to 1808 and was one of the Army's most
distinguished Indian fighting regiments. Famous for riding captured
Indian horses the Fifth were renowned for tracking renegade Indians.
Before World War Two it was trained as a jungle warfare unit though
it was to serve throughout that war in Europe.
The shoulder patch of the Twenty Fifth Infantry Division reflected the
unit's tropical heritage, depicting a lightning bolt super-imposed on a
palm leaf. Later, in Vietnam, this insignia was referred to as the
'Electric Strawberry'. The division's Second Brigade was the last to
leave Vietnam returning to Hawaii in April 1971.

25th Infantry Division, 1966: The Army's standard field uniform at
this time was the OG 107 Utility Uniform. Worn with black leather
combat boots the utility uniform was authorised for all field and
work environments. Of a heavy cotton-sateen fabric the uniform
underwent several minor changes; it is shown here in its first
version with straight pocket flaps and non-adjustable shirt-cuffs.
The trousers were worn with a black web belt with a brass roller-

buckle; the white undershirt was often discarded in Vietnam. Full
colour insignia is worn, including individual name and U.S. Army

tapes, as well as the Shoulder Sleeve Insignia (551) of the 25th
Infantry Division. The Utility Cap, dubbed the 'Baseball', was
introduced in 1962, for wear with the utility uniform. This example
is the issue type, though many troops acquired private purchase
examples, either from Stateside PX's or from Vietnamese
sources.
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S/Sgt. of the 3rd Brigade, 25th Infantry Division at Pleiku airstrip,
December 1965. This newly arrived N.C.O. wears the old 08107 cotton
sateen utility uniform. His shirt is the first pattern, identified by the straight
pocket flaps. Later patterns would feature V-cut pocket flaps and buttoned
cuffs. Full colour insignia is worn including U.S. Army and individual narne
tapes, rank chevrons and the shoulder patch of the 25th Infantry Division.
The bedroll is carried in its carrying straps which are visible looped through
the O-ring on the shoulder harness. The 7.62mm M14 rifle was standard at
this stage of the war.

Leather Combat Boots: The nine-hole black leather
combat boot was standard issue throughout the U.S.
Armed Forces at the beginning of the Vietnam War.
Army and Marine Corps infantrymen would wear the
leather boots in 1965/6 until introduction of the Tropical
Combat Boot. The leather boots were additionally worn
throughout the war by aviation personnel, the nylon
portions of the tropical boots rendering them unsuitable
because of the fire hazard associated with aircraft. In
1967 a modified leather boot was introduced which
featured a direct moulded sole of a heavier, chevron
pattern tread.

Captain and his Radio Telephone Operator
(R.T.O.) of the 1st Infantry Division take a break while
on a search and destroy operation near Bien Hoa,
August 1965. 08107 utilities with black leather boots
and full colour insignia are typical of this early date. The
R.T.O. carries his PRC-25 on its web harness, an
accessory bag attached to the side of the set contains a
spare handset and antenna components. The bare
headed officer has a newly introduced lightweight
rucksack correctly hung Iowan its tubular aluminium
frame. Note both men carry the bulky M1951
Combination Tool or entrenching tool in its M1956
cover.
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Members of the 25th Infantry Division newly arrived at Pleiku airstrip,
December 1965. This Specialist 5th Class (Spec 5) wears the utility uniform
with full colour rank insignia and printed name-tape. The camouflage helmet
cover is obviously newly issued and worn here without the elasticated
foliage band. The bedroll is secured in the sleeping-gear straps and hung
from the H-harness in the prescribed manner. He holds a loaded twenty
round magazine for the M14 rifle. Other weapons visible are ttie fully
automatic version of the M14 with fitted bipod and an M79 grenade launcher.

~

.....

Staff Sergeant of the 3rd Brigade, 25th Infantry Division near Pleiku,
December 1965. The utility uniform is the first type with straight pocket flaps
and non-adjustable cuffs; insignia is full colour. The M1956 web gear
includes the early armoured-fronted ammunition pouches; an M6 bayonet
for the M14 rifle is hung from the belt. The field glasses in their leather case
were a little used item throughout the war.

Troops of the 1st Infantry Division train with M113 Armoured Personnel Carriers near Saigon, October 1965. These soldiers wear full 'Stateside' field
dress before the introduction of any tropical uniform or accessories. The OG1 07 utility uniform is worn with full colour insignia and black leather combat boots.
These men appear to wear a minimal belt order only without the field-suspenders or H-harness. The 7.62mm M14 rifle would soon be replaced with the
lighter and smaller calibre M16.
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A 4th Infantry Division engineer prepares a charge of half a pound of T.N.T. to blow a VC mine. He
wears the final pattern OG1 07 utility uniform, with tropical boots and M1952 body-armour. A utility cap is
worn beneath the steel helmet which is devoid of the usual camouflage cover. The Charge Assembly
Demolitions Bag - M183 or 'demo-bag' which contains the explosive charges and accessories, is clearly
illustrated.

The Utility Cap: The utility or 'baseball' cap was
introduced for wear with all work/field uniforms in 1962.
Immediately unpopular with the troops the cap was disliked
for its unflattering and un-military appearance. Later
versions were slightly more stylish being of a lower profile.
Even so, many soldiers purchased better quality examples
either from 'Stateside' PX outlets or from Vietnamese
sources. Here an enamelled crest of the 2nd Infantry is
affixed to the front.

M1952 Body Armour: the M1952 vest was
developed by the Army during the Korean War
and was worn throughout Vietnam. The vest
contained a filler of semi-flexible layers of
ballistic nylon cloth with a quarter-inch layer of
sponge-rubber over the ribs and shoulders. The
sponge-rubber served as a shock absorbing
layer to alleviate contusions and fractures from
the impact of missiles. The M1952 closed with a
full length zip-fastener and could be adjusted to
fit by laced closures at the sides. Two chest
pockets were provided as were shoulder loops
and web-hangers for grenades etc.
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M60 machine-gunner and his assistant gunner, or A-Gunner of the
22nd Infantry, 4th Infantry Division, on a search and destroy near Pleiku,
August 1966. The cotton utility uniform is worn with, in the gunner's case,
full colour insignia, M1956 web equipment, including entrenching tools. The
assistant gunner carries the M60's 7.62mm ammunition in two bandoliers
each holding 100 linked rounds in a waxed cardboard box. The large
rubberised case slung across his back holds a spare barrel for the gun. The
M60 had a tendency to malfunction if the barrel became too hot due to
extended use, so a spare was often taken into the field for this reason.

Lightweight Rucksack: Introduced into Vietnam in 1966 the lightweight
rucksack was designed to replace the unsatisfactory combat field pack or
'Buttpack'. The water - resistant nylon bag and its tubular aluminium frame,
weighed just three pounds empty. Featuring one large compartment and
three external pockets the lightweight rucksack offered over twice the
carrying capacity of the 'Buttpack'. The rucksack was issued, as here, with
the bag fixed to the bottom of the frame though it could be field modified to
hang from the top. Additional items could be attached to the hangers on the
sides of the bag or to the various straps of the frame. The lightweight
rucksack was the most common type of pack 'humped' by the infantry in
Vietnam.

i;
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Troops of the 18th Infantry,
1st Infantry Division wait to
board their ride home at the
conclusion of a search and
destroy near Saigon in April
1966. A mix of utility and
tropical uniforms are worn as
was common at this time. The
rifleman, centre, has both
tropical utilities and the newly
issued lightweight rucksack.
The automatic-rifleman at left
wears the OG107 uniform with
full M1956 web equipment
including 'Buttpack'. His M14 is
the fully-automatic version
which featured an integral grip
and a fold-down bipod.
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Member of the 1st Battalion, 18th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division on a
search and destroy in the Long Thanh area of Saigon, April 1966. The utility
uniform is still wom together with full M1956 web equipment and black
leather boots. The only concessions to the combat environment are the M26
fragmentation and M18 coloured smoke grenades hung from the
ammunition pouches. An early bipod case is just visible at the right-rear of
the belt.

A Master-Sergeant wearing OG107 utilities with full colour insignia
operates a 'Position Locator' developed by the Limited Warfare
Laboratories. This device featured a built-in compass and pace measurer,
the information from which, when fed into a computer, enabled an accurate
assessment of the operator's location to be fixed. Note how the instrument
is wom on the rear of the pistol belt and secured to the suspenders in much
the same way as the 'Buttpack'.

A machine-gunner of the 2nd Battalion, 28th Infantry, 1st Infantry
Division uses an olive green towel to pad his shoulder against the weight of
his M60. The OG1 07 utility uniform shown here is the third and final pattem
with V-cut pocket flaps. A metal ammunition can containing some 200 belted
7.62mm rounds is carried on a web strap. Because of their weight and the
noise made when opened, ammo-cans were rarely taken into the field; the
belted ammunition was more typically carried loose.
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Medic of the 5th (Mechanised) Infantry, 25th
Infantry Division, treats a wounded man on the rear
door of an M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier,
Michelin rubber plantation, April 1966. The medic
wears early tropical fatigues with shoulder-loops
and waist adjustment tabs. Note the .45 auto pistol
in an M1916 leather holster worn on the equipment
belt, a common practice among infantry medics.
The wounded soldier wears OG107 utilities under
an M1952 flak vest. He has a C-ration plastic spoon
slipped into the grenade hanger loops on the left
shoulder. An old M1910 aluminium canteen is
carried on the rear of the belt, identifiable by its
black screw-cap. The long pouch behind the
bayonet is the early bipod case.

XM3 Bipod: The lightweight XM3 bipod was of
a simple sprung construction which clamped to the
barrel of the M16 rifle. The carrying case shown
here is an early type, later versions included a
zippered pocket containing the rifle's cleaning
equipment.

Member of the 22nd Infantry, 4th Infantry Division demonstrates the
PRR-9 Helmet-mounted Receiver, August 1967. The receiver clipped to the
rim of the helmet and was additionally secured by a lanyard, which was
fastened to the foliage band. The whip antenna visible at the rear of the unit
was articulated and could be bent to any angle. The system was generally
unreliable and would fail entirely if the helmet (and thus the receiver
element) was lost during a fire-fight - a not uncommon occurrence. Note the
shoulder-loops of the second pattern tropical coat.

A member of the 39th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division uses a Location
Device to establish the position of friendly forces in the area, October 1967.
His tropical coat bears subdued insignia with the exception of the full-colour
Combat Infantryman's Badge on the left chest; the shoulder patch is that of
the 9th Infantry Division. Behind him can be seen two types of shortened
M16, at left an experimental version, at right the standardised CAR-15 (Colt
Automatic Rifle) SMG.



Soldier of the 39th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division mans a .50 cal.
machine gun equipped with an image-intensified sight. The 9th Division
shoulder patch is full-co[our though subdued example were also common.
The rope-coil hung from the shoulder harness by a metal snap-link was used
for river-crossing etc and was thus typical of the 9th Division. Also visible
below the barrel sleeve is an early Light Assault Anti-Tank Weapon (LAAW)
M72.

Soldiers of the 21 st Infantry, 196th Brigade set a compass bearing
while attending the 25th Infantry Division's 'Ambush Academy' School at Cu
Chi. The soldier at right has subdued individual name and U.S. Army tapes,
Combat Infantryman's Badge and a full colour brigade shoulder patch. The
man at [eft wears no insignia on his tropical coat, illustrating the lack of
uniformity within units. Both men have compass/first-aid pouches on the
shoulder harness of the equipment.

Members of the 2nd Battalion, 27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division walk a dyke on Operation 'Kole Ko[e', July 1967. The second man in file is the battalion
commander - disproving the commonly held belief that officers above the rank of Captain never ventured into the field. Surrounded by the tell-tale antennae
of his command group R.T.O.s, he presents a choice target for any VC snipers in the vicinity. Many officers would arm themselves with an M16 in order to
blend in with their troops for just this reason. Note the use of sun glasses, tolerated in some units, as here, though frowned upon in others.
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Member of the 2nd Battalion, 27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division, Operation 'Junction City', February
1967. The dense jungle environment, well illustrated here, often meant that fighting was of a close-contact
nature. The twelve-gauge pump action shotgun was a useful short-range weapon in those circumstances.
This soldier additionally wears a .45 auto pistol in a locally made rig. An angle-head flashlight with red safety
filter and a metal snap-link are hung from the right shoulder harness. An M17 respirator is worn in its bag,
slung around the waist to hang on the left hip.
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XM28 Lightweight Protective Mask:
The XM28 reached Vietnam in 1968 as a
replacement for the bulkier M17. The mask
weighed just 13 ounces and was designed
to fit in the cargo pocket of the tropical
trousers. The nylon carrier incorporated a
waterproof plastic sleeve and was fitted
with slide-keepers to affix to equipment.

Signalling/Incendiary Grenades: The
M18 Coloured Smoke Grenades were used
to help pilots gauge wind direction as well
as identifying enemy/friendly positions.
M18s were available in yellow, green, red
and violet - white smoke was provided by
the AN/M8 grenade. The grenades were
operated with the same pin and spoon
mechanism as a fragmentation grenade.
The M14 Incendiary Grenade was
Thermite-filled and was used to destroy
caches of enemy food and equipment. The
rolled-cardboard shipping cases were
discarded upon issue.

R.T.O. of the 27th Infantry, 25th
Infantry Division, Operation 'Kole Kole' near
Cu Chi, July 1967. A good view of the rear
of the PRC-25 with typical accessories
carried on a lightweight rucksack frame. An
external box-speaker is strapped to the set
as are the canvas radio spares bag and at
least two M18 coloured smoke grenades.
The fluorescent orange object below the set
is an emergency air marker panel used for
signalling to aircraft. Note the o.d. towel
used as a sweat scarf and the books of C
ration matches in the helmet band.
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Recon team of the 28th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division confer on
Operation 'Billings', June 1967. The Vietnamese produced cowboy style
'Bush-hats' came in a wide variety of styles and camouflage pattern, these
examples being fairly representative. Most snapped up on one side and it
was common to wear a tab on the raised side, either the generic 'Viet-nam'
or unit-specific - here 'Recon'. All three men wear second pattern tropical
coats identified by the shoulder-loops and buttoned gas flap at the throat.
The soldier at left has a length of camouflage parachute silk worn as a sweat
rag/scarf. Note the different styles of rank insignia displayed by the R.T.O.,
centre, and the Sergeant at right. The metal snap-links worn on the shoulder
harness were used for river crossing and rapelling.

Machine-gunner of the 12th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division, July 1967.
Note the C-ration can welded onto the weapon below the feed-way. This
was a common field modification which ensured smooth feeding of the
rounds into the weapon. The beads, bracelets and grafitti on helmet cover
are as yet untypical at this stage of the war.
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Operation 'Oregon', Duc Pho district, May 1967. Troops of the 35th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division prepare to board a UH-1B Huey 'Slick'. The R.T.O.

at left carries his PRC-25 on a WW2 plywood packframe. The kneeling soldier second right, probably the assistant or 'A-Gunner' for the squad's M60, has
two metal ammunition cans on a lightweight rucksack frame.
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Rifle squad of the 1st
Battalion, 2nd Infantry, 1st
Infantry Division examine a
PRT-4 radio transmitter and
PRR-9 receiver (on knee),
August 1967. All wear the
black scarf which was
unique to the First of the
Second. At rear each scarf
bore the unit's designation
in the battalion colours, i.e.
Company A-red, B-white,
etc. Note that the shoulder
patches are full colour; the
1st Infantry Division was
one of the few units that
never officially subdued
their patch. The R.T.O. at
right carries his PRC-25 on
a lightweight rucksack
frame with a fresh battery
strapped to the set. At least
two soldiers use green self
adhesive tape to subdue
weapons and belt fittings.
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M1956 Ammunition Pouches: Both the M1956
'Universal Small Arms Ammunition Pouch' and the
'Small Arms Ammunition Pouch M16A1' were issued
during the war, the former being the most common. The
universal pouch was originally designed to take the
larger 7.62mm M14 magazines and some soldiers
padded the bottom of the pouch to raise up the shorter
M16 magazines. The 20-round magazine, shown here,
together with 5.56mm rounds, were standard. A longer
30-round magazine was introduced late in the war, but
its use was never widespread.

Officer and R.T.O. of the 4th Battalion, 31 st
Infantry, 196th Infantry Brigade on a search and destroy
near Chu Lai, April 1967. Both men have helmet covers
fashioned from the camouflaged fabric used in the
construction of some types of parachutes. The officer
wears an M1952 armoured vest and carries a CAR-15
SMG. Note the M7 bayonet hanging from his
equipment belt which will not fit the CAR-15's enlarged
flash-suppressor. The R.T.O. carries his PRC-25 on its
web harness, he also has a bayonet for his M16.



At the end of a search and destroy
operation men of the 47th Infantry, 9th
Infantry Division board a Navy
Armoured Troop Carrier (ATC) , April
1968. The leading machine-gunner
carries a lightweight rucksack with
canteens attached as well as a boot
sock full of C-rations. Several belts of
7.62mm ammunition are draped around
his torso, and a short belt is loaded into
the feed tray of the weapon and
wrapped around the receiver. The Staff
Sergeant wears subdued rank
chevrons and has a folded map stuck
into his helmet band.

Tropical Combat Boots:
Universally known as 'Jungle
Boots' - were introduced into
Vietnam alongside the Tropical
Combat Uniform, in the early
1960s. The boots were one of
the most successful uniform
innovations to come out of the
war . The leather of most of the
upper portion of the boot was
replaced by cotton/nylon fabric
which was both light as well as
fast-drying. Soles were of a
vibram-cleated design and two
screened eyelets in the instep
provided drainage and

ventilation. The first pattem boot, shown here, would be quickly modified to
include reinforced ankles and an anti punji-spike insole.

The Comfort Shoe, Type 2,
or 'Bivouac-Slipper': These were
a part of the 'Delta-footwear'
programme developed for the
9th Infantry Division evaluation
and eventual use. Designed so
that a soldier could get out of wet
boots and socks, the Comfort
Shoe was a simple, velcro
fastened, slipper which could be
folded and kept in a pocket. 9th
Infantry Division troops operated
almost exclusively in the
inundated Delta region and the
Army was constantly looking for
ways to reduce cases of
immersion-foot and other water related problems.

Troops of the 47th Infantry, 9th
Infantry Division in typical Delta terrain,
April 1968. Du ring the war the Army
conducted a 'Delta footwear'
programme, which looked at the
problems faced by soldiers operating in
a constantly wet environment. Some
experimental quick-drying boots were
issued. However, most 9th Division
troops received the standard tropical
combat boots. The two R.T.O.s at left
display both short and long-range
antennae; several men are armed with
CAR-15s.
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Members of the 47th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division board a Navy troop carrier after a search and destroy

near Ben Tra, April 1968. Lightweight rucksack frames are used to carry a variety of equipment, in most cases
one-quart canteens are snap-linked to the frames. Note the soldier with the pump-action shotgun who has
removed the sleeves of his tropical coat. C-ration cigarettes, matches, toilet paper, etc. are much in evidence,
tucked into helmet bands.

Canteens: In the early years of the
war the stainless steel/aluminium
M1910-type canteen was still in use.
This WW2 era canteen incorporated a
black plastic ribbed cap which secured
to the neck of the canteen with a flat
articulated chain. The olive green one
quart plastic canteen was standardised
in 1962, and would eventually replace
the earlier types. Featuring a plastic
screw-cap, the new canteens were
carried in M1956 felt-lined web covers
until the introduction of the M1967 nylon
covers late in the war. The stainless
steel canteen-cup was common to both
types of canteen and was also carried
in the M1956/67 cover.

Soldier of the 47th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division receives
aid from a medic near Ben Tra, April 1968. Other members of
the platoon are engaged in a fire-fight in the background.

Changing the battery of a PRT-4 Hand Held Transmitter, the
companion-piece to the PRR-9 Helmet Mounted Receiver. The system was
introduced to provide short-range communications between squad and
platoon leaders. The transmitter was designed to fit into a coat pocket or
ammunition pouch; a metal hanger was issued to allow it to be hung from
the shoulder harness. Because of the system's unreliability and its restricted
range, it was generally relegated to rear defences and static positions.
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Members of the 47th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division return from patrol,
aboard a Navy air cushioned vehicle in the Mekong Delta region, October
1968. The Buck Sergeant speaking into the radio handset wears locally
made subdued rank chevrons on his tropical coat. His helmet band holds a
plastic bottle of insect repellant and a P-38 C-ration can opener.

R.T.O. of the 9th Infantry Division changes the battery in his PRC-25,
April 1968. The PRC-25 used a carbon dry-cell battery BA-386 which was
housed in the removable battery box below the set. The battery was fitted
with a female connector which mated with a plug on the set - both well
illustrated here. This PRC-25 is being carried on a lightweight rucksack
frame with a number of M18 coloured smoke grenades attached.

AN/PRC-25 Radio and Accessories: The AN/PRC-25 FM radio was introduced
as a replacement for the largely unsatisfactory PRC-1 O. The PRC-25, often called the
'Prick-25' by soldiers in Vietnam, was partly transistorised and had an average
optimum range of 3.5 miles. Depending on the terrain and the condition of the battery,
far greater ranges could usually be reached. Shown here with the set is the cotton
duck accessory bag, which would carry a spare handset as well as the various
antenna components. At left are the flexible bases for both long and short-range
antennae. The short-range tape antenna is shown resting on the bag, the long-range
'fish-pole' antenna is shown collapsed into its seven sections. The two types of
handset illustrated are the standard H-189 and the earlier H-138, identifiable by its
larger mouthpiece which incorporated two microphone elements to help eliminate
background noise interference. The headset could be used in conjunction with a
handset, as here, or independently with an integral boom-type microphone. The PRC
25 weighed a little over 24 pounds with its battery, which had an average operating
life of 20 hours. With 920 channels the PRC-25 was eventually replaced by the
externally identical PRC-77 which was fully transistorised and more reliable.

Soldiers of the 25th Infantry
Division south-west of Saigon, May
1968. Note the use of the tropical hat 
or 'Boon ie-hat' - in place of steel
helmets. The M79 grenadier at left
wears a full colour gold on black U.S.
Army tape on his tropical coat,
unusual for this late date.
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9th Infantry Division R.T.O. tries to keep his weapon out of the mud while taking evasive action in the Mekong Delta region, April 1968. His PRC-25 is
carried on a lightweight rucksack frame with a rolled poncho liner beneath the set. An o.d. towel is worn around the neck to soak up sweat and to wipe the
face and hands and an M17 respirator is strapped to the left hip. The 9th Division shoulder patch and Specialist 4th Class rank insignia on the sleeve are
subdued black on green twill.

Officer of the 47th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division radios for supporting arms while pinned down by sniper fire near Ben Tra, April 1968. In situations such
as this it was standard practice to sit tight and call in artillery or airstrikes rather than risk assaulting a well-entrenched enemy. Note that every man carries
cigarettes, toilet-paper, etc. in his helmet band; some personal items such as photographs, writing paper etc. were tucked up inside the helmet itself - the
only place guaranteed to remain dry. The coil of rope was typically carried by 9th Division personnel in order to cross rivers and waterways.
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A soldier of the 47th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division wades a stream on a
search and destroy near My Tho in April 1968. The muddy, wet conditions
that the 9th Division encountered in the Delta regions are well illustrated
here. This man wears minimal M1956 web equipment with a slung Claymore
mine bag. Troops of the 9th Division spent most of their time in a wet
environment and consequently the use of the helmet band to keep certain
items 'high and dry' was more prevalent than in other units. Here a spare
pair of o.d. socks are drying out on the helmet as well as two packs of C
ration cigarettes and a 'Zippo' - type lighter.

The M1 Steel Helmet: Helmet
of 1960s manufacture had a slightly
lower profile than those of the WW2
era, otherwise the design was
unchanged. The Leaf Pattern
Camouflage Cover is fitted tightly
over the helmet shell, and is held in
place by the fibre liner. The two-part
web chin-strap was typically fixed
up around the rear of the helmet in
this manner. At rear can be seen
the web 'Nape-strap', which was to
prevent the helmet tilting over the
eyes during use; in practice this
feature was often dispensed with.

The battalion commander and men of the 1st Battalion, 6th Infantry,
198th Infantry Brigade, Americal Division on operations in February 1968.
He wears, unusually, a U.S. Marine Corps M1955 flak vest with its internal
ballistic plates. As was typical for field officers a .45 auto pistol is worn on
the belt with a twin-cell magazine pouch just visible under the vest. The
soldier at right wears M69 body-armour with a rifleman's ammunition
carrying vest. These vests were locally procured either on an individual
basis or as a unit purchase; later in the war, a standardised M16 ammunition
vest was issued. The subdued shoulder patch is that of the 23rd (Americal)
Division.

Troops of the 6th Infantry, 198th Infantry Brigade of the Americal
Division inspect captured enemy documents, February 1968. At least three
soldiers wear locally manufactured rifle magazine vests with three rows of
bandolier-type pockets. Note that all wear the M69 body-armour under the
ammunition vests. The kneeling soldier at right has a twin-cell magazine
pouch for his .45 auto pistol on the right of his equipment belt as well as an
old M1943 field-dressing pouch. His left sleeve bears the shoulder patch of
the 23rd (Americal) Division.
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Members of the 7th Infantry, 199th Infantry Brigade present weapons
for inspection, August 1968, offering a good view of the M79 grenade
launcher with the breach open. The soldier centre/rear wears a subdued
199th Brigade shoulder patch and carries an M17 respirator in its bag on the
left hip. Just visible on the belt of the right-hand man is an early two-quart
canteen in its cover. Note the use of the M14 rifle even at this late date.
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Officers of the 199th Infantry Brigade
confer near Bien Hoa, January 1968. The
Captain at left clearly displays his rank insignia
on the collar of his tropical coats. He wears full
M1956 web equipment, complete with an M17
respirator, and carries a lightweight rucksack.
Though obviously armed with an M16, the
magazines carried in the bandolier hung across
the chest, he also wears a .45 auto pistol in a
black leather shoulder holster. The use of
shoulder holsters was more typical of armour
and aviation personnel and not widespread in
infantry units. Note also the angle-head
flashlight on the shoulder harness and the
packet of C-ration toilet paper in the helmet
band. The officer at right displays the two-tone
subdued shoulder patch of the 199th Brigade.

Troops of the 12th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division prepare to
destroy mortar rounds on Operation 'Paul Revere IV' on the
Cambodian border. The engineer at left carries his equipment
on a WW2 era plywood packboard. A lightweight rucksack is
strapped to the top of the board with various Claymore and
'demo-bags' containing explosive charges and accessories
lashed below. An M1942 Machette is secured to the pack and a
.45 auto pistol is hung from the equipment belt. The First
Lieutenant, centre, wears full subdued insignia on his tropical
coat with the single bar of his rank and the cross-rifles of the
Infantry on right and left collar points. Two M79 grenade
launchers are visible at right.
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A soldier of the 2nd Infantry, 1st Infantry Division demonstrates the M26
fragmentation grenade at Lai Khe, March 1968. The shoulder patch,
Combat Infantryman's Badge and regimental pocket patch are full-colour.
The use of pocket-patches was never widespread in infantry units, the 2nd
Infantry being one of the few regiments to regularly adopt the practice. Both
U.S. and Vietnamese-made examples were available, the insignia often
being mounted in a plastic pocket hanger, which could be removed when
necessary.

A member of the 16th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division prepares a charge
of C-4 explosive to destroy a bunker near Song Bay, May 1968. Note the use
of subdued U.S. Army name-tape and Combat Infantryman's Badge over
the. left pocket of the tropical coat. A blackened metal Sergeant's pin-on rank
insignia is affixed to the front of the helmet band. The 7.62mm M14 rifle
visible at right is probably in use as a sniper weapon at this date.

Soldiers of the 1st Infantry, 11 th Infantry Brigade search a villa's rice supply on a search and
clear north of Duc Pho, January 1968. The man at left wears a tropical coat with OG107 utility
trousers. Such combinations were common in the early stages while there was still a shortage
of tropical combat uniforms. He wears a 'Boon ie-hat' under his helmet and has fashioned an
'assault' sling for his M16. M1956 equipment is worn in standard configuration though the soldier
at right carries a one-quart plastic canteen in his entrenching-tool cover. Note the position of the
M7 bayonet in its M8A1 sheath, secured to the 'E-tool' cover.
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The M1951 Combination - Tool: The M1951
'entrenching' or 'E-Tool' was standard issue throughout
the war. The 4-pound tool had a folding shovel-blade
and pick-head and was carried in the M1956 cover with
bayonet attachment. Employed mainly for the
construction of individual sleeping/fighting holes, the
entrenching tool was an unwieldy and unwelcome
addition to the infantryman's load. Late in the war a
lightweight folding shovel was introduced but would
replace the M1951.



Members of the 47th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division search a villa near Ben Tra, April 1968. The soldier at left wears an M1952 flak vest and carries a
number of Claymore mine bags on a lightweight rucksack frame. The engineer, centre, prepares a length of explosive 'Det-Cord'; note the large demolition
or 'demo-bag' slung under his arm. The machine-gunner, right, carries his C-rations hung from his equipment belt in two boot-socks. The grey/red object on
the rear of his belt is a strobe-light, used for signalling at night. Note the C-ration cigarettes, mostly Marlboros, matches and toilet paper in all the men's
helmet bands.

Medic of the 9th Infantry Division wades a jungle stream, August 1969. He carries a lightweight rucksack and holds his 'Unit-One' medical bag clear of
the water. Notice that no web gear is worn, instead a bandolier of either rifle magazines or possibly additional field dressings, is tied around the waist. Above
his left coat pocket is pinned a metal Combat Medic's Badge, the medic's version of the C.I.B.
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Platoon Sergeant of the 8th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division briefs
members of a patrol on Hill 1049 south of Dak To, December 1969. The
R.T.O. at left wears the ERDL four-colour camouflage tropical uniform
introduced in late 1967 for reconnaissance-type personnel. Three of the
men wear o.d. 'Boonie-hats'; the central soldier has grenade rings threaded
into the foliage loops. The soldier at right wears a Vietnamese-made
cowboy-style bush hat which, though popular in the early years, was less
common after the introduction of the 'Boon ie-hat' . Note the subdued 4th
Infantry Division shoulder patch at right and the Montagnard bracelet worn
by the R.T.O.

Trooper of the 46th Infantry, 198th Infantry Brigade on Operation 'Russell Beach',
January 1969. This man goes bare-chested under his body-armour and carries a back
breaking load of equipment strapped to a lightweight rucksack. The two-quart canteen is
carried in the early rubberised - canvas cover of a distinct blue-grey hue. Later types
were of o.d. nylon and incorporated a synthetic pile lining. The M7 bayonet hangs in an
M8A1 sheath from the equipment belt; many infantry units, especially in the latter stages
of the war, were not issued with bayonets.
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Two-Quart Canteen: The semi-rigid two-quart canteen was
introduced to supplement the one-quart plastic type and saw
extensive use in the latter part of the war. The canteen itself was
manufactured in an ethylene-vinyl acetate and had a twist-cap
identical to that of the one-quart. The first type cover was of a
heavy water-proofed cotton-canvas with a distinct grey-green
shade and was unlined. Later covers were nylon-duck and were
lined with a synthetic pile which kept the water in the canteen
cool. Both types of cover featured slide-keepers for attaching to
equipment and removable carrying-straps as well as M1967
type plastic fasteners and a small pouch for water purification
pills.



The Tropical Combat Hat: This
is the cotton poplin issue version of
the 'Boon ie-hat'; later types were of
both olive green and ERDL
camouflage rip-stop fabric. The hat
featured an adjustable chin-strap,
nylon foliage loops and ventilation
eyelets around the crown. A
separate insect net was issued with
the hat but seldom used; the net
was consequently not issued with
the final ERDL camouflage version.

A Personalised 'Boon ie-Hat':
The 'Boon ie' was enormously
popular with the troops who would
customise and embellish their hat in
a variety of ways. This example has
been embroidered around the brim
with the owner's name, hometown,
tour-dates etc. Often embroidered
patches would be sewn on either to
the front and sides or to the top of
the hat, these would include
anything from unit insignia to large
peace-signs. Here a selection of
Vietnamese-made 'beercan'
insignia are affixed around the
crown. These small badges were
initially manufactured using the
metal from beer and soda cans,
hence the name, and were
extremely popular with U.S. troops.

R.T.O. of the 1st Battalion, 26th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division checks his
set prior to a patrol in December 1969. He wears a 'Boonie-hat' crushed into
a typical field style and the full colour patch of the 'Big Red One'. Equipment
visible includes a lightweight rucksack frame to which the radio will be
strapped, M1956 web gear, olive green towels and M18 coloured smoke
grenades. The object protected by the plastic bag at left is probably a fresh
dry-cell battery for the set.

Trooper of the 27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division sorts through a pile
of fresh tropical uniform, August 1970. This photograph illustrates well the
typical re-supply system to troops in the field. While on operations food,
water, ammunition and other essentials were brought in by helicopter on a
regular basis. Fresh uniforms were re-supplied in the same manner, i.e. a
pile of clean (not necessarily new) clothing was dumped from the helicopter.
It was then a case of finding a set that half-way fitted; it is easy to see why
fully 'badged' uniforms were seldom worn in the field.

Soldiers of the 1st Battalion, 26th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division in line
outside the dentist at Camp Di An, December 1969. Two men wear
Vietnamese-made 'Boonie-hats' with attached grenade pull-rings, a
common practice among line troops. The PFC, right, wears a full-colour
embroidered 1st Infantry shoulder patch, subdued sleeve-rank and a locally
made subdued pocket patch bearing the arrowhead of the 26th Infantry
Regiment. A smaller version of this insignia is also worn on the front of the
'Boonie-hat'.
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Rifleman of the 27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division on patrol near Fire Support
Base 'Kien', August 1970. The lightweight Ammunition Carrying Vest was initially
designed for South Vietnamese troops and entered service in early 1970, though by later
that year, U.S. troops had acquired and were using them. Holding twenty M16
magazines in three rows of snap-fastened pockets, the vest was similar to the
grenadier's version including the same nylon netting portions at the back and shoulders.
Note that this man wears the helmet cover with the brown-dominant side outermost.

Grenade Carrier Vest: Introduced in 1966 based on a
make-shift design of a Special Forces Sergeant. Early versions
were of a cotton-duck fabric and included pockets at the rear
which were found to be difficult to reach. The final version
shown here was manufactured from a nylon netting which
helped to reduce weight and eliminate heat retention. The front
closed with a 'velcro' strip and a row of snap-fasteners. The vest
could be adjusted by means of a strap at rear. The capacity of
the vest was twenty-four M79/203 40mm rounds in three rows of
pockets. The lower pockets carried the high explosive and
multiple-projectile rounds, while the upper took the longer
parachute signal rounds.

Individual C-Rations: The contents of a single 'Meal Combat Individual'.
Apart from the occasional hot meal delivered by helicopter, troops in the·field
lived on a diet of the infamous C-rations. Typically a box would consist of the
main meal (pork and beans, spaghetti and meat balls etc.), a B2 unit
(crackers, candy, cheese), a dessert (canned fruit, pound-cake) and an
accessory pack. The contents of the accessory pack are displayed and
include a P-38 can-opener, hot drink, gum, matches, toilet paper, salt, sugar
and a plastic spoon. A small pack of cigarettes was also issued with the
meal. C-rations could be eaten cold or heated using a field-improvised
cooker made from an empty can punched with holes and a block of C-4
explosive.

A 'Wolfhound' of the 27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division prepares his
rucksack prior to a search and clear operation near Fire Support Base 'Kien',
August 1970. The rucksack is a Tropical Rucksack, introduced in late 1968
unusually carried on a lightweight rucksack frame. The tropical rucksack had
its own integral frame, so the reason for attaching it to a lightweight frame is
unexplained. Canteens, both one and two-quart are secured to either side
of the rucksack. Note the box of C-rations waiting to be distributed, twelve
individual meals per box.
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Aerofile platoon members of the 4th Infantry Division board a UH-1 D near Fire Support Base 'Action', October 1970. The machine-gunner at left is
draped with five belts of 7.62mm ammunition - each belt consisting of around two hundred rounds. Unusually he wears his helmet cover with the brown
dominant side exposed; the vast majority of troops in Vietnam wore the cover with the predominantly green side facing out. The R.T.O. at right carries a PRC
25 on its canvas harness with a number of coloured smoke grenades strapped to the set, as was standard practice.

Officer and his R.T.O. of the 2nd Battalion,
27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division, January
1970. The Captain has the twin bars of his rank
subdued onto the front of his helmet cover. On
his right shoulder harness he has a large field
dressing and a lensatic compass hung from a
metal snap-link. On the left shoulder is attached
a strobe-light in its case, the 'idiot' cord around
his neck secures something in the coat pocket,
possibly a signal mirror, whistle or a further
compass. The issue plastic wristwatch was
often worn, as here, through the top buttonhole
of the tropical coat. Note that the map is carried
in a plastic sleeve which will protect it from the
elements.
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Two Privates of the 3rd Brigade, 25th Infantry Division
newly arrived at Pleiku airstrip, December 1965. Both wear
white T-shirts under first pattern utilities with full colour insignia.
The soldier at left appears to wear a helmet with a slightly higher
profile and a khaki webbing chin-strap. Full M1956 equipment is
carried; note the field dressing/compass pouch attached to the
ammunition pouch at left.

A member of the 2nd Battalion, 8th Infantry, 4th Infantry
Division pauses to fill canteens from a stream during Operation
'Paul Revere IV' in November 1966. This photo offers a good
rear view of the M1956 web equipment in field use. The poncho
and its liner are rolled and attached to the suspenders by a
complicated tangle of straps known as the 'sleeping-gear
carrying' - or more typically 'spaghetti' harness. This awkward
arrangement would become redundant after the introduction of
the lightweight rucksack. Note also the M7 bayonet for the M16
rifle worn on the pistol belt and an M1942 machette secured to
the combat field pack or 'Buttpack'.
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Radio Telephone Operator (R.T.O.) of the 27th Infantry,
25th Infantry Division in April, 1966. The OG107 utility uniform
is worn here before the introduction of the tropical combat
uniform. The PRC-10 FM radio was in service in the first years
of the war until it was replaced by the PRC-25. The PRC-1 0 and
its attached battery box is shown here being carried on its own
web harness. The short-range tape antenna is typically bent
forward to avoid drawing unnecessary attention to the
operators; a spare battery in its cardboard container is strapped
to the rear of the set.



A Sergeant of the 1st Battalion, 27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division
checks out a haystack for concealed weapons in September 1966. The
twelve-gauge pump-action shotgun was not officially on the U.S. Army
inventory but was much favoured by troops in Vietnam for its value as a
close contact weapon.

'"'!ii"7&.~
A 'Wolfhound' of the 27th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division checks out a

Viet Cong tunnel in September 1966. The tropical combat uniform is the
second pattern, identifiable by the shoulder-loops and concealed buttons of
the coat. Full colour insignia was still standard at this stage, and includes
U.S. Army tape, 25th Infantry Division shoulder patch and Spec 4 rank
insignia. This photo is undoubtedly 'posed' as it is unlikely that either the
helmet or the rifle would be taken into the confined spaces of a tunnel.

Medics of the 4th Battalion, 23rd Infantry, 25th Division treat a casualty near Cu Chi while on Operation 'Wahiaw' in May 1966. The men all wear M1952
body-armour over green undershirts - their tropical coats removed in the intense heat of the summer months. The man at extreme left carries a PRC-1 0 radio
set and attached battery box on its web harness. The medic bandaging the wounded man's foot has a plastic angle-head torch attached to the shoulder strap
of his flak vest. The other two men wear M1956 web gear over their body-armour, a configuration which allowed the vest and equipment to be removed
simultaneously. Note the rubberised 'Unit-One' medical bag and the field dressing packets that litter the ground.
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An engineer of the 25th Infantry Division prepares a charge of C-4
explosive to destroy a VC tunnel in the Hobo woods, May 1966. The OG1 07
utility uniform is worn with full colour insignia including yellow Sgt.'s
chevrons. It was fairly common, before the introduction of the 'Boonie-hat',
to see troops wearing the 'baseball' cap beneath the helmet in this manner.

A grenadier of the 35th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division fires his XM148'
combination rifle/grenade launcher. The forerunner of the M203, the XM148,
was designed to replace the M79 though the latter would remain in use until
the end of the war. Both the XM148 and the M203 combined an M16 rifle
with a 40mm pump-action launcher tube, and though well received, neither
would see extensive service. This grenadier also offers a good view of the
unsatisfactory method of carrying the sleeping gear secured by the bedroll
straps to the rear of the suspenders.

9th Infantry Division troops wade across a shallow river in Long An
Province, October 1967. The Sergeant (E.S.) in the foreground wears locally
produced subdued felt chevrons. A boot sock stuffed with C-ration cans
hangs form his H-harness, a packet of C-ration toilet paper is tucked into the
web hanger on his left shoulder, a first aid/compass case on the right.
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Members of the 9th Infantry Division use a local sampan to cross a river near Long An, October 1967. Note the old style rubberised poncho tied to the
rear of the equipment belt and two one-quart plastic canteens hung from the belt by snap-links. The metal tube in the trouser pocket is a 'pop-up' flare.
Methods of river crossing were varied and included using inflatable air-mattresses and local craft, as here. More typically a strong swimmer would be sent
across with a nylon rope which was tied off allowing men and equipment to follow in safely.
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A squad of the 60th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division, cross a stream during Operation 'Hot Tac' in April 1967. The second soldier in the file carries a .45
auto pistol as well as an M3 - 'Grease-Gun', an unusual weapon for an infantry unit. The small object on the side of the lead man's helmet is a packet of C
ration toilet paper.
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Searching the body of a dead VC are men of the 12th Infantry, 199th Infantry Brigade (Light)), Lhu Duc Province, 1967. Two men, centre and right, wear
olive green towels around their neck, a common field practice, the towels were used to wipe sweat from the face and hands. The long aluminium cylinders,
visible protruding from the thigh pocket of the kneeling man and secured to the ammunition pouch of another, are hand-held flare known as 'pop-ups'.
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Member of Company C, 2nd Battalion, 35th Infantry, 25th Infantry
Division sights down scope attached to his M16 rifle. The use of such optical
sights was never wide-spread, a number of purpose-made sniper weapons
being available. Note the embroidered 'Spade' enclosing the letter 'c' on the
side of the helmet cover - presumably a company field sign.
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Members of the 60th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division during Operation 'Hot Tac', April 1967. At least two men carry belts of 7.62mm ammunition for the

squad's M60 GPMG. The central figure has a belt of approximately fifty rounds on his helmet ready for instant use. He also carries a personal sidearm,
probably a .45 auto pistol in a black leather shoulder holster. The use of sidearms among grenadiers was common as the M79 grenade launcher, though
excellent over distances, left its user unprotected at close quarters.

Members of the 12th Infantry, 199th Brigade carry
a wounded man to a waiting helicopter in Lho Duc
Province, 1967. The Captain on the left wears the bars
of his rank and the insignia of his branch on right and
left collar points respectively. He also wears a full colour
patch on his left chest pocket and a further colour patch
in a hanger on his right. The use of colour pocket
patches and hangers in infantry units was relatively
unusual, being more typically worn by aviation
personnel. Note also the 199th shoulder patches in
semi-subdued form being black on green twill with
bronze 'flames' in the centre of the design.
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A visit to a Prisoner of War facility at Nha Be by the commanding officer
of the 3rd Infantry, 199th Infantry Brigade (Light) in July 1967. Of special
note is the 'Tropical Tricorne' unique to the 2nd Battalion, 3rd Infantry of the
199th Brigade. Officially the 'Distinctive Regimental Combat Parade Hat',
the tropical tricorne was worn on ceremonial occasions in Vietnam. The
hat's design was intended to reflect the regiment's 'Old Guard' heritage and
to foster a sense of unit pride. Note the subdued shoulder patch, together
with officer's rank insignia, worn in the upturned left side of the hat. The
Vietnamese equivalent rank insignia is worn, also in subdued form, on the
right side. The General, centre, wears the first pattern Tropical Combat
Coat, identifiable by its shoulder loops and exposed pocket buttons. The
four stars of his rank are fixed to both collar points.

Scout Dog Handler of the 49th Scout Dog Platoon searches for VC
booby traps, 1967. Both men are armed with the CAR-15, the shortened
version of the standard M16. The nearest man wears a full-colour Combat
Infantryman's Badge on his left chest, and subdued rank insignia on both
collar points. Just visible, also, on the left shoulder, is a 'Scout-Dog' scroll,
typical of the many unofficial but largely tolerated insignia purchased from
local tailor shops at unit level. Unusually both men have acquired the twin
cell rubberised M16 magazine pouches normally issued to Air Force
personnel.

Men of 49th Scout Dog Platoon pause to get their bearing. The absence of rucksacks and the minirnal equipment carried suggests a short-range patrol
close to a fire-base or base carnp. Note the locally produced 'Scout Dog' scrolls worn on the left shoulder.
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New arrivals at Bien Hoa airbase in 1967. Having deplaned the Air
Force C-130 transport these newly arrived soldiers wear the OG107 utility
uniform with 'baseball' caps and a mix of black leather combat and tropical
boots. M1956 web gear is worn, in basic order minus the 'Buttpack'; at least
two men have a poncho rolled and secured to the rear of the belt. This photo
captures the overall appearance of inexperienced, 'green' troops, with fresh
'Stateside' haircuts and clean, unaltered uniforms.

Operation 'Battle-Creek', November 1967, a rifleman of the 1st
Battalion, 28th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division advances warily. The popular
ARVN rucksack is carried with equipment secured externally including two
M18 coloured smoke grenades. An M26 fragmentation grenade is attac,hed
to the universal pouch on the front of the belt. Notice how the cargo pocket
of the tropical pants typically bulges with personal effects, rations, etc.

2nd Platoon, Company C, 2nd Battalion, 35th Infantry of the 4th Brigade, 25th Infantry Division preparing for a search and destroy operation near Duc
Pho during Operation 'Malheur', June 1967. On the sandbag wall are two M60 General Purpose Machine Guns, one with an olive green towel wrapped
around the forearm as padding. The M16 rifles are the early type with three pronged flash suppressor. The nearest rifle rests on a boxed bandolier of 100
rounds of 7.62mm - linked ammunition for the '60s. Further rounds are present in belts which will be placed in packs or worn around the torso. Also ready
to be loaded into a rucksack is an M18A1 Claymore mine directly above the towel-wrapped M60.
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Members of the 39th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division on Operation 'Colby',
1967. The soldier in the foreground has tucked his tropical coat into his
pants - an untypical way of wearing the uniform. The fragmentation grenade
attached to the universal pouch is an old MK.IIA1 'pineapple' of WW2
vintage, still occasionally seen in Vietnam in the early to mid 60's, especially
among South Vietnamese troops. A white phosphorous grenade, known as
a 'Willie-Peter', is hung from the shoulder harness. Notice the plastic C
ration spoon tucked into the grenade hanger of the other universal pouch.

Member of Company B, 3rd Battalion, 60th Infantry, 9th Infantry
Division wades a stream during Operation 'Sunflower' in 1967. He wears an
M1952 flak vest under M1956 web gear with a boot sock used to carry cans
of C-rations hung from the shoulder harness. The ammunition can holes a
linked belt of 7.62mm rounds for his squad's M60 GPMG. It was relatively
uncommon to carry machine-gun ammunition in this way, the belts were
usually stuffed into rucksacks or draped around the torso, bandolier fashion.
Note the grafitti on both helmet cover and band which was becoming more
prevalent by 1967.

Member of the 39th Infantry, 9th
Infantry Division wounded by a land
mine during Operation 'Jackson',
February 1967. Note the open 'Unit
One' medic bag in the immediate
foreground - one of its zippered
compartments open. The wounded
man's web-gear has been removed for
comfort and includes two one-quart
canteens, an M17 respirator and a
Claymore mine in its cotton bag.
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Medic of the 28th Infantry,
1st Infantry Division treats an
R.T.O. for a minor wound
during Operation 'Cedar Falls'
in January 1967. Though not
serious such small cuts could
easily become infected in the
humid environment if left
untreated. The R~T.O. carries
his radio set on a WW2 era
packframe, the handset is
tucked into a coat pocket and
the earphones are worn on the
helmet. Note the subdued
name-tape above the right
chest pocket and the single
chevron of his rank on the
upper sleeve. The medic
typically wears a full colour 1st
Infantry Division patch on his
left sleeve - the 'Big Red One'
patch was seldom subdued
throughout the war. He carries
both a 'Unit-One' medical case
and an M17 respirator in its bag
strapped to his hip.
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A member of the 12th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division in April
1967. The Ace of Spades carried on the helmet was a common
device meant to instill fear in the enemy soldiers to whom it
represented the death card. Soldiers often left such cards on or
near the bodies of dead VC and NVA as means of further
demoralising the enemy. The shoulder patch and Specialist 4th
Class (Spec 4) rank insignia are both subdued black on green
twill. This man carries his gear on a WW2 era plywood
packboard and has a clasp-knife and an angle-head torch
clipped to the O-rings on right and left shoulder harnesses
respectively. The civilian work gloves would protect the hands
from cuts and scratches incurred from thorns and sharp grasses.



Soldiers of the 16th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division disembark their 'Slick' on Operation 'Billings', June 1967. The heavily laden R.T.O. at rear still wears
full colour rank insignia. All three men have individual cans of C-rations stuffed into o.d. socks hung from their equipment, a common method of carrying
rations in the field.

The lightweight rucksack and frame were
on general issue by late 1966/early 1967. Here,
the man on the extreme left has rigged the
rucksack to sit high on the frame, as issued, the
bag rode low around the waist. The M79
grenadier, centre, has one-quart canteens
secured to the frame as well as a rolled poncho
liner. Note how the frame of the rucksack does
not allow for items to be worn on the rear of the
pistol belt.
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An officer demonstrates for newly arrived troops in 1967 how to pack
M16 magazines into M1956 universal pouch. The official nomenclature 
'Pouch, Small Arms Ammunition Universal' can be read inside the open flap.
These pouches were designed to accommodate a variety of small arms
ammunition including M14 and M16 twenty-round magazines, shotgun
shells and fragmentation grenades. Two grenades could additionally be
secured to the sides of the pouch by means of the web straps visible here.
Notice how the pouch is also secured to the O-ring on the suspenders. The
smaller pouch on the belt is designed to take either a lensatic compass or a
field dressing.

An infantry officer and his R.T.O. use a PRC-25
radio set in 1967. The long case attached to the side of
the set is the radio accessories bag used to carry the
various antennae and their flexible bases as well as a
spare handset. A new battery is additionally strapped to
the rear of the set in its waterproof plastic bag; the
R.T.O's sleeping gear is rolled below the radio. Behind
the officer is a medical field pack, a large
compartmentalised rucksack used to transport medical
and field surgical supplies.

A soldier of the 8th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division takes a break off the
trail in November 1967. A chance to take the weight off blistered feet and to
remove the ever present steel helmet, even for a few minutes, was always
welcome - the call to saddle up would always come too soon. Note M26
fragmentation grenades secured to the sides of the M1956 universal
pouches and an M18 coloured smoke grenade hung off the right shoulder
harness. This man has taped two 20-round magazines end to end for rapid
re-Ioading, in effect a 40-round magazine. This method could save precious
seconds in a fire-fight but exposed the rounds of the second magazine to dirt
and corrosion.
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Company A, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division take a break while in convoy during May 1967. The man in the left foreground wears
three one-quart canteens at the rear of his pistol belt and an M18A1 Claymore anti-personnel mine in its carrying bag slung on his back. The M79 grenadier
standing to his immediate right wears the early style grenadier's vest with full length, velcro-closured flaps over each pocket.

R.T.O. of the 47th Infantry; 9th Infantry Division aboard a River Patrol
Boat near Thoi Tan Island, July 1967. He carries his PRC-25 radio on a
lightweight rucksack frame, with a Claymore mine bag tied below. Attached
to the set are a cotton bandolier of M16 magazines, an angle-head flashlight
and an M18 coloured smoke grenade. Notice also the two one-quart plastic
canteens minus covers, secured by snap-links. Visible tucked into helmet
bands are plastic bottles of insect repellant, weapon's oil and cigarettes.

Soldiers of the 25th Infantry Division on a sweep near Saigon, May
1968. Rucksack and web gear have obviously been removed during a halt.
The black beret worn Vietnamese style, pulled over the left ear, could
indicate service in a Recon element or could just be a personal affectation.
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Rifleman of the 47th Infantry (Mechanised), 9th Infantry Division on a
three-day search and destroy, December 1968. M1956 web gear is worn
with a smoke grenade and canteen hung from the ammunition pouches. A
belt of 7.62mm rounds for the squad's M60 is also tucked into the belt. The
two long aluminium cylinders strapped to the rear of the web gear are hand
held flares used for signalling and illuminating at night. Across his back he
carries an M72 LAAW which, though light to carry, often proved unreliable if
exposed to damp for any length of time.

Men of the 47th Infantry (Mechanised), 9th Infantry Division, December
1968. The rifleman, centre, wears an early ammunition carrying vest for rifle
magazines, probably a unit-produced or private purchase item. Later in the
war a nylon mesh rifleman's vest was developed similar to the grenadier's
version but never issued on the same scale. He carries a lightweight
rucksack with a cotton 'demo-bag' slung below and holds a two-quart
canteen. The kneeling medic has two 'Unit-One' medic bags and two cans
of Serum Albumin blood volume expander.

A member of the 47th Infantry (Mechanised), 9th Infantry Division takes
a C-ration break, December 1968. He typically eats directly from the can,
probably unheated as few had the time or inclination to attempt any fancy
cooking during operations. A ten-minute break to wolf down a can of ham
and Iimabeans, washed down by a can of peaches, was the norm. Notice,
however, the bottle of hot sauce which many soldiers carried along to apply
to the C-rations - either to add some taste or to kill the existing one,
depending on your point of view.
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Officer and his R.T.O. of the 2nd
Battalion, 47th Infantry (Mechanised),
9th Infantry Division, December 1968.
The R.T.O. wears a locally made o.d.
'Boonie-hat', and a bandolier of M16
magazines tied around his waist. At
right is a medic who carries a
lightweight rucksack on its tubular
metal frame. Two-quart canteen
attached to the frame has a rubberised
cotton-duck cover - later patterns were
nylon. Note also the 'Unit-One' medic's
bag and the can of Serum Albumin, a
blood volume expander, taped to the
shoulder harness. Just visible on the
medic's left shoulder is the subdued
shoulder patch of the 9th Infantry
Division.

R.T.O. of the 47th Infantry (Mechanised), 9th
Infantry Division near Dong Tam, December 1968.
The PRC-25 is carried on a lightweight rucksack
frame with an old style rubberised poncho strapped
to the set. Note also four M18 coloured smoke
grenades and a one-quart canteen snap-linked to
the frame. The small pouch in the centre/back of the
equipment belt is for a compass for field dressing.
The soldier at right has an M16 bandolier and a
boot-sock containing C-ration cans tied around his
torso. He also carries the one-quart plastic
canteens minus their web covers. Note how the
thigh cargo pockets of the tropical trousers bulge
with items of personal equipment.
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Radio Telephone Operator of the 7th Infantry, 199th Brigade, Operation 'Box Springs', March 1968. Though the PRC-25 radio was issued with its own
harness, it was also typically carried, as here, strapped to a lightweight rucksack frame. A purpose-built radio packboard attachment was issued but the set
was more commonly simply strapped directly to the frame. Here a spare battery is secured to the rear of the set and the R.T.O.'s bedroll below it. Note the
bottle of insect repellant and a C-ration packet of cigarettes slipped into the helmet band.
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A First Lieutenant of the 7th Infantry, 199th Brigade confers with one of his squad leaders during Operation 'Box Springs', March 1968. All wear the M69
body-armour identifiable by its semi-rigid three quarter collar. The squad leader carries a lightweight rucksack worn Iowan its tubular frame, with a rolled
poncho secured above it. His elasticated helmet band holds a clear plastic bottle of insect repellant or 'bug-juice'. The Lieutenant has an M17 respirator
strapped in its bag, to his left hip. He carries a CAR-15 and has the single black bar of his rank inked or embroidered on the front of his helmet cover. His
R.T.O. carries the PRC-25 and has a number of M18 coloured smoke grenades hung from a web strip above the pockets on his body-armour.
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Men of the 3rd Battalion, 22nd Infantry, 25th Infantry Division check

their M17 respirators in July 1968. Note the respirator's carrying bag
attached to the rear of the lightweight rucksack frame in the foreground.
Other equipment on or near the rucksack include a rolled poncho and liner,
a belt of 7.62mm link and two M72 66mm Light Assault Anti-Tank Weapons.

Soldier of the 4th Infantry Division checks the roof of a suspected VC
hut for hidden weapons and supplies, December 1968. He wears M1956
web gear with a boot-sock full of C-rations and two M26 fragmentation
grenades attached. The rubberised rain-jacket is one of many types worn,
probably a private purchase item. Such jackets were not common, even in
the wet season, as they were hot and uncomfortable to wear for any length
of time. Notice that the helmet is worn without a camouflage cover, almost
certainly due to the latter disintegrating after constant use. A twenty-round
magazine for the M16 is secured under 1he helmet band for immediate
access.

A 1st Infantry Division grenadier fires into a suspected VC position with his M203, October 1969. Note the method of firing the launcher portion, the
trigger section for which sits in front of the rifle's receiver, using the magazine as a pistol grip. This particular weapon is not equipped with the long range
rear sight, presumably the grenadier is using the rifle's own iron sights.
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Sniper team assigned to Bravo Company, 2nd Battalion, 18th Infantry,
1st Infantry Division, Lai Khe, October 1969. A variety of weapons were
used by sniper teams throughout the war, most commonly single-shot bolt
action rifles. Here both men are armed with accurised 7.62mm M14s, with
twenty-round magazines; note the scope and camouflage paint applied to
the weapon's furniture. The photo has the look of a posed publicity shot
judging by the spotter's lack of equipment and the hurriedly applied foliage
on the 'Boon ie-hats'.

R.T.O. of the 60th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division in September 1969. He
has the radio's handset wrapped in a plastic battery bag to protect against
moisture and uses a pair of earphones. His 9th Division shoulder patch and
PFC chevrons are subdued black on green twill. Note the thirty-round
magazine of the man at right never a common sight even in the late years
of the war.

Members of the 61 st Cornbat
Tracker Team attached to the 1st
Infantry Division are briefed prior to a
patrol near Lai Khe, October 1969. A
Tracker Team usually consisted of five
men and one dog, Labradors and
Retrievers were typically used as
tracker dogs, while German Shepherds
were more often found in the scout dog
role. The dog's handler and at least one
other rnernber of the team carry the
rnore compact CAR-15. The soldier
second from left wears the suspenders
of the M1967 Modernised Load Bearing
Equiprnent. The nylon M1967
equiprnent was designed to replace the
web M1956 set, though its issue was
sporadic and incomplete. The nylon
equipment was never issued as sets
and items were worn alongside the
M1956 gear with which they were fully
compatible. 'Boonie-hats' are typically
worn in place of helmets, here a rnix of
issue and locally made examples. Note
the Combat Tracker Team arcs worn
over the 1st Infantry Division shoulder
patch.
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Members of the 60th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division question
suspects during operations in the Plain of Reeds. The Sergeant,
centre, wears the early pattern grenadier's vest of cotton-duck
which differed from the later type in having a 'velcroed' front flap
and pocket closures. Note the individual M79 rounds visible in
the vest's pockets. His tropical coat bears subdued chevrons
and 9th Infantry patch, a Claymore mine bag is slung over his
shoulder. The soldier at left has a P-38 C-ration can-opener
tucked into the elasticated band on his helmet.

These soldiers of the 18th Infantry,
1st Infantry Division man a makeshift
perimeter at Fire Support Base 'Broad',
October 1969. Note seven pocket
bandoliers, the most common way of
carrying rifle ammunition in the field.
The R.T.O., centre, has a spare
magazine inserted into his helmet band
as well as a plastic bottle of LSA
(Lubricant Small-Arms) oil. The soldier
at left has tucked a 1st Infantry Division
'Big Red One' shoulder patch into the
front of his helmet band.

'Golden Dragons' of the 14th
Infantry, 25th Infantry Division leap from
a 'Slick' on operations near Ban Tron in
1969. The M79 grenadier wears the
late pattern grenadier's vest. The back
and shoulder portion of the vest were
made from nylon netting which reduced
weight and aided ventilation. The
capacity of the vest was twenty-four
rounds carried in three rows of pockets.
The lower two rows held the high
explosive and multiple projectile rounds
while the upper row took the longer
parachute signal rounds.
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Men of the 2nd Battalion, 18th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division board a CH-47 'Chinook', October 1969. The machine-gunner, fourth from left, has an olive
green towel wrapped around his M60, a common method of protecting the working parts. His helmet band holds two green plastic bottles of LSA oil and a
shaving brush for cleaning the weapon.
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Member of the 2nd Battalion (Mechanised), 2nd Infantry, 1st Infantry
Division 'busts some caps' atop an M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier. The
weapon is an early CAR-15 with shortened flash-suppressor. The use of
body-armour, here an M69 vest, was much more common in mechanised
units where the troops spent less time on foot. Other weapons include a .50
cal heavy machine-gun, an M60 and an M79 grenade launcher, the stock of
which is visible behind the gunner's armoured shield. Rounds for the M79
are stored in the Claymore mine bag hung from the shield.
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The 1st Infantry rifle squad displays a Soviet flag, captured on a search
and destroy operation near Ben Cat in 1969. The squatting man at right
wears an enamelled metal Combat Infantry Badge on his 'Boonie-hat', and
sports a peace symbol on a chain, in place of his dog-tags.



Reconnaissance troops of the 12th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division
question suspected VC sympathisers in 1969. Two men wear black berets,
the unauthorised but tolerated preferred headgear of Recon personnel. With
the formation of the 75th (Ranger) Infantry in 1969, all division Recon units
became campanies of the 75th and the black beret became standardised.
The central figure wears the four-colour ERDL camouflage uniform, again a
favorite among Recon type troops. This camouflage version of the tropical
combat uniform was identical in design to the third and final rip-stop pattern
and began to be seen in-country by late 1968. Note subdued 25th Division
patches worn by all three men and the colour pocket-patch worn by the
nearest. The R.T.O. at right wears a locally made camouflage 'Boonie-hat'.
His PRC-25 is fitted with an external speaker unit and a sectional 'fish-pole',
long range antenna only partially assembled. The man at left is either a
member of the ARVN (Army of the Republic of Vietnam), or a Kit Carson
Scout. The latter were VC defectors who were re-trained to work for the
South Vietnamese and U.S. forces as guides and interpreters.

Members of the 14th Infantry, 25th Infantry
Division check an abandoned VC mortar in 1969.
The R.T.O., right, carries his PRC-25 on a fibre
packboard of WW2/Korean vintage. Strapped to the
set are the radio spares bag and two Claymore
mine bags. The semi-assembled antenna is the
sectional long-range or 'fish-pole'. Note that the size
of the packboard does not allow for equipment to be
worn on this pistol belt. This man has hung his
canteens, in their covers, from the packboard using
metal snap-links or D-rings.

9th Infantry Division troops follow a jungle stream in late 1969. The
R.T.O. carries his PRC-25 on its web harness; his tropical coat is a second
pattern identifiable by its shoulder loops. He has a cotton rifle magazine
bandolier around his waist and an M26 fragmentation grenade hung from
the left shoulder harness. The radio's handset, hung from the opposite
shoulder, is wrapped in a plastic battery-bag to protect it from moisture, a
common procedure.
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Scout-Dog Handler, 3rd Brigade, 4th Infantry Division, May 1969. This
handler carries the lightweight rucksack which would contain, among other
things, food for the dog as well as his own rations. Two leather leashes were
issued - one in use and a longer one, seen here attached to the rucksack
frame, for tethering the animal during halts and at night. This man's 'Boonie
hat' is locally made from a camouflage fabric and has a subdued 4th Infantry
Division patch added to the front.
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Trooper of the 2nd Battalion (Mechanised), 2nd Infantry, 1st Infantry
Division near Quan Loi, September 1969. The 'Sun-Wind-Dust' goggles
worn on the helmet would protect the eyes while riding atop an armored
vehicle such as an M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier. Note the buckle on
the equipment belt is a quick-release or 'Davis' buckle designed by the
Davis Aircraft Products Company. The buckle was designed in order that the
belt, and hence the web gear, could be shrugged off speedily when
necessary. Unfortunately, the quick-release design meant that the belt would
often come unfastened while worn, as here. A Claymore mine bag is slung
from the right shoulder and a two-quart canteen can be seen on the rear of
1he belt.
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R.T.O. of the 196th Infantry
Brigade (Light), July 1969. A good view
of the PRC-25 radio in field use,
strapped to a lightweight rucksack
frame. The handset on its coiled lead
can be seen to be attached to the top
right of the set, the tape antenna with
its flexible base to the top left. The
object secured to the right side of the
radio is a PRR-9 receiver, normally
worn attached to the helmet in
conjunction with the PRT-4 transimitter.
The man's Vietnamese-made hat
usually having a shorter brim than the
issue version.



Rifle squad of the 14th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division inside their fire
support base at Ben Me Thout, November 1969. With bunkers to be built
and repaired and endless sandbags to be filled, many soldiers preferred life
outside the wire. Four of the men wear 'Boonie-hats', both issue and locally
made, two with 4th Division patches sewn to the side.

Men of the 8th Infantry
(Mechanised), 4th Infantry Division with
their M113 Armoured Personnel
Carrier, January 1970. The Captain at
left, using the radio handset, has the
twin bars of his rank applied to the front
of his helmet cover, the cross-rifles of
the Infantry can be seen on his left
collar point. A lensatic compass is
carried in its pouch on his left shoulder
harness. The Sergeant behind him
prepares his lightweight rucksack with a
radio packed into the bag's main
compartment. The set's long-range
sectional antenna is partially
assembled and the three hand-held
flares, used for signalling, are tucked
into the rucksack.
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Machine-gun team of the 8th
Infantry (Mechanised), 4th Infantry
Division man their position near LZ
'Blackhawk', January 1970. Notice the
amount of 7.62mm ammunition
available for the gun. The M60 was a
weapon with an extremely rapid rate of
fire and keeping it 'fed' was of
paramount importance, especially in a
defensive position.



Rifleman of the 52nd Infantry, 198th Infantry Brigade (Light) on patrol in
November 1970. The absence of rucksack or web gear indicates a patrol of
short duration, possibly only metres from the perimeter of a fire support
base. Of particular note is the experimental magazine which looks to be of
thirty or forty-round capacity. A standardised thirty-round rnagazine was
issued late in the war but never became widely available.
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Men of the 11 th Infantry, 5th
Infantry Division (Mechanised) prepare
to move out of Fire Support Base
'Holcomb' in July 1970. The machine
gunner carries a lightweight rucksack
and frame with additional equipment,
including poncho and canteens
attached. The forearm of his M60 is
wrapped in a towel for comfort; he
wears an additional towel around his
neck. The trooper at right carries his
body-armour, though such vests were
typically worn more in static positions
than on operations.
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Near Chu Lai, 1970, a medic of the 31 st Infantry, 196th Brigade carries

the 'Medical Instrument and Supply Case' or Medical Field Pack. Worn like
a rucksack it was internally divided into protective compartments for specific
items of field medical and surgical equipment. With external pockets and a
zip-closure the pack could be worn horizontally, as here, or vertically by
adjusting the shoulder strap attachments. This man can be seen to be
carrying field dressings in the pockets of a rifle bandolier, as well as
magazines for his M16. Olive-green undershirts were commonly worn in
place of tropical coats in the summer months. Notice the colourful beads and
bracelets which were largely tolerated by 1970.



Captain and his R.T.O. of the 21 st Infantry, 11th Infantry Brigade (Light).
The R.T.O. carries his PRC-25 on a lightweight rucksack frame and wears
an issue olive-green tropical or 'Boonie-hat'. The Captain has two bandoliers
of rifle ammunition arranged in a 'chest-harness' configuration enabling the
magazines to be easily reached. He wears no ammunition pouches on the
equipment belt (fitted with a 'Davis' quick-release buckle) other than a
locally-made leather pouch holding two .45 auto pistol magazines. Note the
M18 coloured smoke grenades and the M26 fragmentation grenades hung
from various points of the equipment. He wears the two bars of his rank both
on the right collar point and inked onto the front of his helmet cover, a
common practice among field officers.

Officer and men of the 21 st
Infantry, 11th Infantry Brigade (Light)
prepare to go on patrol, 1970. The
Captain, right, wears a subdued 23rd
Americal Division shoulder patch - the
11 th Brigade being a sub-unit of the
America!. The canteen cover on the
rear of his belt is an early M1967 nylon
type issued in very small numbers in
the last years of the war. Note the use
by all three men of cotton rifle
bandoliers in place of web ammunition
pouches, a common late-war practice.

Rifle squad of the 31 st Infantry, 196th Brigade on a water-borne patrol
near Chu Lai, 1970. These men wear typical abbreviated summer combat
dress with minimal equipment and undershirts replacing tropical coats.
Notice also that only one man wears the steel helmet, the remainder wear
'Boonie-hats' or go bare-headed. A few of the men wear inflated life-vests
possibly non-swimmers. The grenadier, fourth from left, wears the late~
pattern grenadier's vest containing rounds for his M203 rifle/launcher
combination.
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Grenadier of the 21 st Infantry, 11 th Infantry Brigade (Light) prepares to
go on patrol in 1970. He is armed with the M203 rifle/launcher combination
that superseded but would never entirely replace the M79. He wears the late
pattern vest, well illustrated here, with mesh back and shoulder panels and
holding 24 various rounds in the three rows of pockets.
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Machine-gunner of Company C, 4th Battalion, 31 st Infantry, 196th
Infantry Brigade (Light) near Chu Lai, December 1970. Typical late war
abbreviated patrol rig is worn with minimal equipment. Two belts of 7.62mm
ammunition are clipped around the waist - notice how an olive green towel
has been used as padding beneath the belts. This man has the bottom of
his tropical pants bound tight against the leg with bootlace and tape. This
was field practice intended to prevent insects and leeches finding their way
onto the wearer's legs.

Men of the 46th Infantry, 198th Brigade of the Americal Division cross
flooded ground west of Chu Lai, April 1970. The R.T.O. nearest the camera
struggles along under the weight of his equipment additionally burdened by
an M69 flak vest. Strapped to his PRC-25 are a two-quart canteen, an
M1951 combination entrenching tool minus its cover and a spare radio
battery. He also carries a Claymore mine bag, rolled sleeping gear and at
least two M18 smoke grenades - a considerable load. His helmet holds a
bottle of 'bug-juice' and a packet of C-ration toilet paper.
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Rifleman, 46th Infantry, 198th Brigade, Americal Division, April 1970.
An olive green T-shirt is worn under the body-armour - with M1956 web gear
over the latter. An angle-head torch is suspended frorn the right shoulder
harness and an olive green towel is tucked beneath the harness across the
chest, an unusual configuration. The helmet retaining band can be seen to
hold two plastic bottles of the ubiquitous 'bug-juice'.

Rifleman, 46th Infantry, 198th Brigade, Americal Division, April 1970.
Well known photograph which illustrates the amount of gear an infantryman
could be expected to carry. This man carries a lightweight rucksack on its
frame with a wide variety of additional equipment attached in one way or
another. Among those items are M1956 ammunition and first aid/compass
pouches, canteen and M1951 entrenching tool in its cover. Also visible are
a rolled poncho and liner, an M1942 machette, two boot-socks containing C
ration cans and a civilian ditty-bag holding anything from ammunition to
personal items. With the added weight and restriction of an M69 flak vest it
is not hard to see why this soldier is sweating profusely.

This R.T.O. wears the olive green undershirt with sleeves removed in
the oppressive summer heat. His 'Boon ie-hat' is the issue version; note the
grenade-ring attached to the foliage loop. The .45 auto pistol is carried in a
locally manufactured leather holster slung low on the right hip. A spare
magazine is visible in a pocket on the holster. This photo offers a good view
of the radio carrying harness issued with the PRC-25 and PRC-77 sets. The
radio itself sits on the padded web frame and is secured by two horizontal
straps. The strap hanging free (to the immediate left of the handset cord) is
for securing the harness to the equipment belt when worn - a rarely used
feature.
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A 'Slick' lands to pick up a patrol of the 12th Infantry, 25th Infanti)' Division in 1970. Notice how at least three men have adapted the rifle sling into so
called 'assault-sling' configuration. This was done by feeding the stock through the rear loop of the sling and attaching to the front post sight. In this manner
the rifle would hang right-way-up and could be carried across the chest ready for immediate use.

Handler of the 57th Scout Dog Platoon, 46th Infantry, 198th Brigade,
Americal Division, on operations west of Chu Kai, April 1970. This man
carries his equipment in a lightweight rucksack with both one and two-quart
canteens attached. Dog handlers needed to pack sufficient water for
themselves and for their animal, hence the proliferation of canteens. The
CAR-15 was better suited to the already encumbered handler than the more
bulky M16; this man has adapted an 'assault' sling.

R.T.O. of the 14th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division in the Michelin rubber
plantation, September 1970. This man carries his PRC-25/77 on a WW2
era packboard with a collapsible canteen/bladder strapped to the rear of the
set. He wears a locally made ammunition vest over his tropical coat
featuring two rows of simple open magazine pockets. The 'Boonie-hat' is
folded into a tricorne shape on a personal whim and has a locally made
'beer-can' insignia affixed to one side. The brass band worn on the right
wrist is often referred to as a Montagnard bracelet. Originally associated
with Special Forces and advisers who were presented with such bracelets
as a sign of friendship and trust; later becoming popular among non
advisory troops.
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Men of the 46th Infantry, 198th Brigade, Americal Division near Chu Lai, April 1970. These troops wear o.d. T-shirts or go bare-chested under their body
armour. Equipment is secured to lightweight rucksack frames. The M79 grenadier at left has a two-quart canteen below his entrenching, or 'E-tool', and a
Claymore mine bag slung on his right hip. The large cotton bag with tie-tapes at top/left is a 'Charge Assembly Demolitions Bag M1983' commonly called a
'demo-bag'. Originally issued to carry the explosive charges and accessories of a demolitions kit, these bags, once empty, were used in the same manner
as Claymore mine bags. Note the Claymore mines carried by the other soldiers as well as M16 bandoliers and C-ration cans in boot socks.
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Rifleman of 1st Battalion, 11th Infantry, 5th Infantry Division follows a
jungle stream near the D.M.Z. in 1970. Aside from the presence, real or
suspected, of enemy troops, operations in environments of this type brought
the additional hazards of leeches and other water-borne parasites as well as
malaria carrying mosquitoes. Exposure to constant damp and humidity led
to outbreaks of fungal infections known to the troops as 'Jungle-Rot' which
in the most serious cases could necessitate a 'Medivac' out of the field. Note
that this soldier has inked the 5th Division's insignia to the front of his helmet
cover.
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Men of 1st Battalion, 11th Brigade, 5th Infantry Division confer in
October 1970. The officer, centre/left, wears the insignia of the 25th Infantry
Division on his right shoulder. (Often called a 'combat patch', the wearing of
a patch on the right shoulder indicated a previous combat posting to that
unit). The Spec-4 at right carries an XM28 Lightweight Protective Mask in its
nylon case on his equipment belt. The XM28 was introduced into Vietnam in
late 1968 to replace the bulky M17 respirator. The small nylon pouch was
water-proof and was designed to fit the trouser cargo pocket of the tropical
uniform.



Setting an M18A1 Apers (Claymore) anti-personnel mine. This First
Lieutenant is extending the metal legs of the mine which will be pushed into
the ground to direct the blast. The detonator-cord will then be inserted into
the top of the mine and run back to the firer's position, where it is fixed to the
'electrical firing device M57' or 'Clacker'.

Rifleman, 4th Battalion, 21 st Infantry, 11th Infantry Brigade (Light),
1970. Equipped for a short range patrol this man has discarded his steel
helmet in favour of the issue olive green 'Boon ie-hat'. He has secured the
brim with an enamelled metal Combat Infantryman's Badge and has his
name embroidered on the side of the hat. 'Boonie-hats' were subject to a
large variety of personalisation with the additions of inked or embroidered
names, slogans, peace-signs, etc. as well as beads, patches and 'beer-can'
insignia. A soldier's 'Boon ie-hat' became a personal and much cherished
possession and would often be the one item of gear he would take home
from the war. This man also wears a bracelet made from plaiting bootlaces
together.

Soldier of the 6th Infantry, 198th Brigade near LZ 'Dottie', August 1970.
The lightweight rucksack is worn high on its frame, with a camouflage
poncho liner rolled below. Below the rucksack are a two-quart canteen and
a leather case, probably for binoculars.
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Grenadier armed with an M203 rifle/grenade launcher combination,
1970. The late pattern grenadier's vest is identifiable by the snap-fasteners
on the individual pocket flaps. Note the nylon netting construction of the
shoulder portion of the vest, which allowed for air-circulation and reduced
weight.

Members of the 11th Infantry, 5th
Infantry Division at Fire Support Base
'Eagle', 1970. Note the plastic
protective covers for the M16 rifles,
used when the weapon is in storage for
any length of time. The man directly
behind the seated grenadier has cut off
the sleeves of his o.d. undershirt and
wears his tropical trousers unbloused
for ventilation.

Machine-gunner of the 1st Battalion, 11th Infantry, 5th Infantry Division
at Fire Support Base 'Eagle', 1970. He holds his M60 and M52 armoured
vest, two belts of linked 7.62mrn ammunition are draped across the rear of
his equipment. Note the grenadier's vest worn left, which shows the
individual rounds in the vest's lower pockets.

Grenadier, 1st Battalion, 11th Infantry, 5th Infantry Division at Fire
Support Base 'Eagle', 1970. Having returned from an operation this
grenadier takes care of his weapon. In Vietnam, as in all other wars, soldiers
qufckly learned that a clean rifle could mean the difference between life and
death and most troops would put the maintenance of their weapon ahead of
their own bodily comforts. Note the lightweight rucksacks laden with
additional equipment and the white plastic bottle of 'Lubricant Small-Arms'
directly above the flash suppressor of the M203.
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First Lieutenant, 4th Battalion, 21 st Infantry, 11th Infantry Brigade
(Light), 1971. This officer checking a trail for signs of enemy movement
wears a subdued Americal Division shoulder patch as well as U.S. Army and
name-tapes. The infantry branch insignia of cross-rifles is just visible on his
left collar point; note also that he has his name embroidered onto the rear of
this 'Boonie-hat'. A grenade ring has been used to hang his rifle bandoliers
in a chest-rig configuration and a field dressing pouch is hung from the front
sling-swivel of his M16.
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Rifleman of the 21 st Infantry, 11 th Brigade, 1971. This soldier typifies

the appearance of line-unit troops in the war's closing stages. Such non
military styles were largely tolerated as a front-line privilege by the troops'
commanding officers who conceded that an individual's performance was of
greater importance than his appearance. This man's cut off tropical shirt and
the beads, buttons, grenade rings on this 'Boonie-hat' are all typical of the
period. On the rear of the hat is a small metal pin-on Spec-4 rank device.
Originally issued as collar rank to replace those worn on the sleeves, many
troops took to wearing a single device on hat or helmet cover. On the belt is
worn a nylon 20-round magazine pouch, part of the M1967 set; note the
black plastic quick-release fastener introduced with the nylon equipment.

Machine-gunner and rifleman of
the 21 st Infantry, 11th Brigade engage
the enemy in 1971. Dressed for a short
range patrol, no web gear is worn nor
are rucksacks carried. The M60 gunner
has a .45 auto pistol in a black M1916
leather holster on his right hip as a
secondary weapon. The rifleman wears
an olive green undershirt under an
ammunition vest which appears to have
two rows of magazine pockets. Notice
the individual's names inked on the
'Boonie-hats' and the single identity or
'Dog-tag' laced onto the right boot.
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